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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Where does the time go? We are
only a month away from the last race
event at Summit Point!
This summer has been an absolute
blast. The partnership with Coleman
Powersports has been a great
success and I can’t thank them
enough for the lunch they serve up
at our track days. They have also
provided us with an additional venue
in which to reach out to new riderstheir classrooms. Greg Abrahams

and I have instructed several “Intro to
the Track” classes for riders that are
interested in getting on the track but
do not know where to start. We offer
the basics on how to prepare yourself
and your machine for track days, go
over the safety procedures, track
etiquette and riders meeting content.
I wish there was something like it
when I started doing track days!
Speaking of which, we have had
two fantastic track days so far and
still one to go on
August 21st. I really
appreciate the hard
working volunteers
in the Roadracing
School and the Safety
Crew that make
these events such
a success. Without
them it would never
happen. Of course,
the same goes for all
our volunteers at
every event!

Our President Dean Smith showing us how he kicks
back at the end of the day. Photo: Kathy Toth

I look forward to seeing everyone at
the next round of racing!
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IN REVIEW

First Cornerworker School Class of 2015. Photo by Kathy Toth

WERA RACING WEEKEND
MAY 10-11, 2015
by Winnie Liau
Everyone was excited for this weekend
to finally come, and what a weekend
it was! It was our first weekend back
at Summit Point Raceway since our
Inventory Day in March. Preparations for
the weekend started off Friday afternoon.

Frank Babuska Jr, Tim Bemisderfer, Tony Leong and Matt
DiLorenzo racing into Turn 1. Photo by Travis McNerney

Thanks to Jasin Kania from Pure Action
Sports, we received new Captain Kit box
stickers that Dean Smith and Kathy Toth
assembled.
Tom and Carol Moyer opened Cafe bright
and early Saturday morning offering
a warm a-la-carte breakfast for all of

our volunteers. The track went hot and
the racers were off. An action packed
weekend and tight racing kept Dave
Trubert in the freshly overhauled Junior
busy all weekend. We also had a full
house in our first Cornerworker School
with 9 students graduating and joining
our Safety Crew!
What an incredible weekend! We kicked
off the race season the right way!
Thanks to everyone for coming out and
congratulations to our first Cornerworker
School graduates of 2015. Hope to see
you all in 2 weeks for CCS!

Tom and Carol Moyer preparing breakfast for everyone. Photo by Kathy Toth

Dean and Kathy assembling the new Captain’s Kits.
Photo by Bob Saeger

Cornerworker School
Graduates:
Paul Dougherty
Trenton Pence
Pierre Cassagnol
Andre Lea
Nick Pisani
Brad Mose
Jesse Stickley
Brian Vohaska
Darren Murray

Dave Treubert getting ready to take Junior for a ride. Photo by Kathy Toth

From top: Russel Talton updating to our volunteers at lunch;
Kumi Kobayashi making a call in the tower. Photos by Kathy Toth
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IN REVIEW

Justin Holderman chasing Jimmy Fotinopoulos into Turn 6. Photo by Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

From left: Fallon Tucker showing off her socks with Carol Moyer in the Control Tower. Photo by Kathy Toth; Chuck Paulovich, Katie Overton and Dean Smith receiving the
coveted 10 Turn Patches. Photo by Denise Cotterino

CCS/ASRA RACING WEEKEND
MAY 23-25, 2015
by Winnie Liau
What better way to spend a long
Memorial Day weekend than at Summit
Point Raceway with your favorite MARRC
cornerworking safety crew for some
CCS/ASRA racing! We were blessed with
great people, great weather and great
racing all weekend!

MARRC started the long weekend on
Friday with a MARRC Track Day and
prestigious Roadracing School. We
had a great turn out with lots of racers
wanting to get an extra day of practice in
before the weekend. We also saw a large
graduating class totaling 9 from our first
RRS of the year. Many of our graduates
continued on to race over the weekend!

CCS kicked off the Annual Summit Point
Cyclefest with a practice day Saturday
and two following days filled with racing!
The grids were full and the competition
was tough. A total of 30 races kept us all
alert and our blood pumping! With Carol
and Fallon in the tower, everything was
under control! Our Cornerworker School
had welcomed a total of 7 students
on Saturday with instructor Kathy Toth
leading the pack. After a morning in the
classroom, they were let out to the corner
for some real on the job training.

This weekend also saw three of our
volunteers earning the highly coveted
10 Turn Patch! Chuck Paulovich, Katie
Overton and Dean Smith had to work
all 10 turns at Summit Point Raceway
to earn this honor. Congratulations and
thanks for volunteering your time!
Another amazing weekend in the books.
Thanks to everyone for coming out and
joining our MARRC family for a fun filled
weekend! See everyone in June for
another CCS/ASRA weekend of racing!

Chris Renteria, Kevin Oliver and Bruce Sheffel
in Turn 5. Photo by Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

Bob Saeger heading out to his turn after lunch.
Photo by Kathy Toth

Roadracing School
Graduates:

A pack of Amateurs wheel to wheel in Turn 10. Photo by Travis McNerney

Andres Angel-Villegas
Julio Cepeda
William Gawler
Eric Goldman
Khwaja Aamir
Carlos Rojas
David Young
Nate Hall
Carrie Maurer

Cornerworker School
Graduates:

From left: Luke Sayer watching #78 Bruce Ling racing by in Turn 8; Kathy Toth showing off her double flagging
skills in Turn 5. Photo by Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

Mark Evry
Max Fisk
Sean Bishop
Peyton Pilinyi
Madeline Moy
Kumail Khas
Ron Long
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IN REVIEW
CCS/ASRA RACING WEEKEND
JUNE 27-28, 2015
gloomy day of racing. The grids were thin
with only the bravest of heart going out to
race in the rain. Sidecars were competing
for the Best Splash in the puddles and
bikes for the Best Roost. Seasoned
veteran Kumi Kobayashi kept everyone
under ‘control’ in the tower. We had 7
students in our Cornerworker School
that same out to experience the rain with
veteran workers in the afternoon.

Pierre Cassagnol ready with his yellow flag in Turn 7.

by Winnie Liau

Photography by Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

“A river runs through it” is the best
description of Turn 5 on Saturday. Mother
Nature decided that Summit Point
needed a thorough washing and kept
the rain coming all day. It was a wet and

The last showers fell Saturday night
which cleared out by Sunday morning for
a beautiful day. Everyone was happy to
be able to dry out from the day before.
The sky was blue and the track was
green and the racers were all itching to
get on the track. Steve Broadstreet joined
Kumi in the Control Tower for some on
the job training. It was a great day of
racing and unfortunately not so great
for those overzealous who had off-road
excursions. Luckily there were no serious
injuries throughout the weekend.
Thanks to everyone for coming out for
the weekend and sticking it out through

From top: Andrew Lanning and Sean Bishop
working together in Turn 1; Bill Powers cooking up
some hot dogs for lunch.

the weather! Special thanks to Bill
Powers and the Maryland CMA Chapters
for providing us meals all weekend! One
more race weekend to go. Can’t wait!

From top left clockwise: Chris Lansing keeping his eyes up the hill in Turn 8; Eric Helmbach headed up Turn 9
in the rain; Russell Talton and Quentin Mise securing their canopy down with some tires in Turn 1; #7 Fran Hall
and Josh Chartier puddle splashing out of Turn 5; Sammie Beggs giving races a thumbs up on their cool down
lap, while Jessie Summers keeps the standing yellow to warn of them a hazard ahead in Turn 5.

Roadracing School
Graduates:
Bailey Cox
Jeff Imrie
Jimmy Hacket
Kory Parish
Ken Maynor

MARRC workers cleaning up an incident in late Turn 7. Baker medics checking on the rider.

Travis McNerney and Nick Pisani trying to stay dry
in Turn 5.

Cornerworker School
Graduates:
Curtis Berg
Andrew Lanning
Robert Lando
Chris Kolster
Robert Thurman
Will Bloyer (OJT)
Quentin Mise (OJT)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
MARRC INJURED MEMBERS FUND (IMF)
Established in 2001, the MARRC Injured
Members Fund helps to alleviate the
burden that a MARRC member may
endure after having sustained an injury
during a sanctioned road racing event,
either as a racer, cornerworker, or racing
official. So far in 2015, we have already
made payments to 4 injured racers. In
2014, there were 4 recipients

HELP B.A.T.
If you ever hear B.A.T. around the
paddock, we’re not talking about the
flying mammal or wood thing baseball
platers swing around. We’re talking about
our “Big Ass Truck”, the big blue truck
that you’ve seen in the paddock even
though you don’t remember seeing it.
B.A.T. is our supplies truck that goes out
dropping off fire extinguishers, brooms
and misc supplies to each corner to our
corner workers. It is also deployed when
extra supplies are needed at a incident,
whether it’s a blower or more fluff for oil
on the track.
Always lurking in the background, B.A.T.
is a essential part of MARRC. It’s had a
hard life and now in need of quite a bit of
repair. We are asking all of you for help,

Our IMF fund is made possible due to
generous donations of our members and
supporters as well as participation in our
raffles and fund raising activities! Thank
you for your continued support! Our IMF
fund has helped dozens of our members
throughout the years!

IMF Beneficiaries:
whether it’s in currency, in parts or even
in labor, we appreciate any help.
Here’s the short list of what B.A.T. needs:
Brakes, power steering, front doors need
repair, Rear door needs to be replaced,
and Windshield wipers.

For more information or
to make a donation to our
B.A.T. Fund, please write us
at info@marrc.org

DON’T MISS OUR MARRC
TRACK DAY GIVEAWAY!
It’s like Christmas in August! We are giving away a track day!
Here is the scoop - everyone that is pre-entered for our August
21st event (track day or race school) has a chance. If you are not
yet signed up there is still time. You simply need to take advantage
of the early registration discount and take it to the track! Save a
couple bucks by signing up at least 3 days before the event and
you might get 2 for 1!

Sign up early and make sure you are at
the morning riders meeting! It’s simple!

7/14/15 Joe Cotterino $500
Nominated by Colin Gibbons
7/14 Joe crashed racing in the WERA
round at Mid-Ohio
6/5/15 Ricardo Perez $500
Nominated by Tom Moyer
5/22 Ricardo was injured in T9 at Summit
Point during the MARRC track day
5/25/15 Kevin Breeden $500
Nominated by Colin Gibbons
5/25 Kevin was injured in T10 at Summit
Point during the CCS races
04/19/15 Marcus Edwards $500
Nominated by Kumi Kobayashi
4/11/15 Marcus was injured and flown
from Carolina Motorsports Park.
9/30/14 Rick Beggs $500
6/29/14 Ryan Lash $500
6/29/14 Doug King $500
5/28/14 Sean O’Sullivan $500

For more information or
to make a donation to our
MARRC Injured Members
Fund, please write us at
imf@marrc.org

Our President Dean Smith presenting a MARRC IMF check to Kevin Breeden with his sidekick Kyler.
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MARRC DAYS

Bridge update:

As many of you are already
aware, the old trusty bridge to the
Summit Point Circuit is in need of
replacement. Until then all traffic
over 8500 pounds are asked to
use the new temporary access
road to the paddock. To access
the new road, continue straight
past the bridge to turn 10 via the
access road and follow to the
new road across from Pit Out.

MARRC
TRACK DAYS &
ROADRACING
SCHOOL

MARRC EVENTS

It’s been a great summer and we still
have one weekend to go for the 2015
motorcycle racing season! Make sure
you mark your calendar and join us for
the last weekend of the year! Be sure to
email us at signup@marrc.org that you
are coming so we can get your name on
the gate list.

MARRC race dates*:
August 22 - 23, 2015: CCS

Any changes to our schedule will be
posted in the Events section on our
forum or on our Facebook Page.

MARRC CORNERWORKER SCHOOL
Ever wonder what goes on behind the
scenes at a motorcycle race? Ever see
those guys and gals in white trackside
with the best view of the races and
wonder how you can participate? Do you
know someone that races and would like
to help contribute to their safety while
racing? If this has ever crossed your
mind, we invite you to sign up for our
MARRC Cornerworker School.
MARRC has been providing top-quality
safety crews for motorcycle races
for over 30 years. Seasoned MARRC
Cornerworkers have been invited to work
professional motorcycle races all over the
country including MotoGP, World SBK,
MotoAmerica, AMA Pro Roadracing,
AMA Pro Flat Track race events.
The Cornerworker School is MARRC’s
Safety Crew training designed to teach
volunteers how to become a member
of the one of the best cornerworking
organizations in the country. One of
our experienced instructors will guide
you through a cornerworker’s roles and
responsibilities as well as the procedures
and protocols to preforming those
tasks safely. You will be taught the flag
and hand signals, communications
procedures, bike pickup and inspection,
personal care items and safety, oil and
debris cleanup and many other issues
important to a cornerworker. You will

also receive guidance trackside by
knowledgeable MARRC Safety Crew
members while you learn on the job.
Our Cornerworker School is FREE and
volunteers will also receive free admission
and camping to the track on the day of
training. MARRC also provides breakfast,
lunch, snacks, dinner, and refreshments
to everyone who attends the school. The
school meets at 8:00 AM at Summit Point
Motorsports Park in the classrooms at
the Summit Point Circuit (also referred
as the Main Circuit). Come a little earlier
if you’d like to have some breakfast &
coffee with us in the Cafe area.
Don’t shy away just because it is called
a “school”! It comprises of only about
half a day in the classroom. A large part
of the training will be trackside during
actual practice and race sessions.
Since you will be trackside part of your
day we recommend you bring a few
personal items to keep you comfortable
throughout the day. Summit Point has
a history of rapid weather changes, so
dress appropriately and be prepared for
anything, especially a lot of fun!
Don’t forget, the benefits of
cornerworking with the MARRC Safety
Crew are many. This day-long experience
becomes your first day’s credit towards
your earned membership in the MidAtlantic Roadracing Club.

Imagine riding your sportbike on one
of your favorite roads with a dozen
of your best friends. Now imagine no
traffic, gravel littering the road, trooper
sirens or the need to call for help if you
break down. Put that all together, triple
the speeds, and you’ve got an idea of
why motorcycle road racers love their
sport. MARRC Track Days (MARRC TD)
and the MARRC Roadracing School
(MARRC RRS) can help you experience
this exciting motorsport first hand. The
MARRC RRS is one of the few schools
recognized as a qualified licensing school
by both WERA and CCS, and is one of
the most economical schools available.

MARRC Roadracing School student Chris Heiser. Photo: Travis McNerney

MARRC Track Days
$175/rider*: Pre-register 3 or more
days before the event, $200 thereafter.
Register online at http://services.marrc.
org/trackday_reg.php

If you have any questions or would like
more information, please visit our website
at www.marrc.org or email our Road
Race School & Track Days Director Rick
Beggs at rrsdirector@marrc.org

MARRC Road Racing School
$275/rider*: Pre-register 7 days or more
days before the event, $300 thereafter .
Register online at http://services.marrc.
org/rrs_reg.php

Upcoming Track Day
& Roadracing School
dates:
August 21, 2015: Track Day &
Roadracing School

Drew Bishop and freshman Bob Lando in Turn 1.
Photo: Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

Stay tuned for 2016 dates!

Here’s your chance to make motorcycle
road racing safer! Please register in
advance online at http://services.marrc.
org/cws_reg.php in or by sending an
email to Kathy Toth at cwschoolchair@
marrc.org.

Congratulations to all of
our MARRC Roadracing
School Graduates. We
look forward to seeing
you out racing!

Upcoming Cornerworker
School dates*:

*Current MARRC members receive $20
discount on Track Day and RRS price.

August 22, 2015
Stay tuned for 2016 dates!
*Race and Cornerworker School dates subject to changes.

201 Motorsports Park Circle
Summit Point, WV 25446
304-725-8444
http://summitpoint-raceway.com
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YOUR PHOTOS

WE WANT YOUR PHOTOS!
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Submit your photos from the track or your own 2-wheeled adventures. We will pick the most interesting ones and put them in the next
issue. Pictures do not have to be of motorcycles. We will also accept pictures of random hi-jinx, nose-picking, pyrotechnic displays,
and general fun! As long as they’re from the track, send them to info@marrc.org with subject line: Photo Submission and let us know
which category you are submitting to: Best in Show, Candid Camera, Trackside Fun, Blast from the Past or Junior’s Pics.
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#430 Andrew King smiling after pick up by Dave Trubert and Cale Sherman; Colin Gibbons and air fence crew pulling his bike off the tire wall. Photo: Winnie Liau, Mynds
Eye

A smiling Travis McNerney with Jennifer Jones.
Photo: Kathy Toth
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#1 Steve Fletcher with our very own Shane Hoeckel after their win followed by #351 Pete Essaff and Adrienne R Greenlaw. Photo: Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

Jessie Summers and Sammie Beggs in Turn 5. Photo: Winnie Liau, Mynds Eye

Kumi Kobayashi with her boys, Cam and Tyler. Photo: Kathy Toth

From top: It’s never too early to start training to be a cornerworker MARRC
next generation; Morning check-in at Cafe. Photo: Kathy Toth
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GET SOCIAL WITH MARRC!

WWW.MARRC.ORG

SEND US YOUR NEWS!

We welcome your stories, suggestions and photos!
Submit them to info@marrc.org

For information on Advertising Opportunities, please email us at info@marrc.org, Subject: Advertising
All contents ©2015 Mid-Atlantic Roadracing Club. All Rights Reserved. Any use or reproduction of any contents of this publication by any means is
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